
	
Streamlining the recruitment process with their revolutionary 
interactive solutions, online employment specialists ‘TalkingCV’ 
are celebrating the launch of their new-look website. 
Providing businesses with an easy-to-use, low-cost way to undertake first round 
interviews the dynamic new website from TalkingCV provides employers with a cost-
effective, time efficient way to screen local, national or international candidates for 
advertised roles. 
 
“Often hours wasted by managers and personnel staff interviewing inappropriate 
candidates” says Peter Griffin, Managing Director.   
 
“With TalkingCV employers can create a branded account, that provides them with 
the control they need to create customized, structured interviews”. 
 
Providing recruiters with everything they need in order to manage the interview 
process and grow a powerful database of video interviews and CVs, TalkingCV is an 
easy application to use, made even easier by our new-look website.  Requiring an 
internet-enabled PC with webcam or a mobile device, candidates can record a 
structured video interview reply to pre-set questions prepared by the recruiter.  Each 
candidate is then provided with the same time in which to answer these questions 
and the clever TalkingCV software allocates each video interview with a unique URL, 
allowing for simple sharing of preferred candidates, publications and information 
between other staff and members of your recruitment panel. 
 
It’s with the use of video interviewing, employers can get a real sense of who they 
could be hiring.  With candidates answering questions on camera, employers have 
the opportunity to screen the best applicants, making first-round interviews much 
easier – as well as a lot cheaper.  The TalkingCV package offers a complete 
recruitment solution to its users, with a 3D Studio providing the recruiter with the 
ability to produce internal help, induction or job profiles too, removing the need for 
additional agency or in-house support with producing these. 

With interview monitoring functionality built into the process Employers have control 
even when interviews are undertaken remotely. Weighted scoring evaluations drive  
dashboard reporting providing real time performance analysis of both Candidates 
and Evaluators. 
 
TalkingCV can be accessed anytime and anywhere, reducing the stress, saving 
thousands and providing an intelligent and accessible alternative for many.   



	
	

	

	

Visit TalkingCV.com now to create your branded employers account and to trial the 
innovative software for yourself.   
 
ENDS 
 
 
Editor’s Notes 
Contact the team at TalkingCV on 020 7978 0114.  Visit the website at 
www.talkingcv.com or the sister website at www.videotalentpool.com You can also 
email the team on sales@talkingcv.com 
 
 
 
 


